
Bark Terminator---III

User’s Manual

How it woeks:

The terminator-III first applies a warning tone followed by

progressively increasing tone and shock as your dog’s barking

persists.If your dog is quiet fou 30 seconds or more,the terminator-

III resets to the mildest correction level.in this way .your pet needs

only to Experience the higher shock levels a few times before

learning that the mild sound and shock stimulus is a warning of

stonger corrections to come. Your pet will quickly learn to SHUT UP

at the mild correction without having to suffer the more intense

stimulus.We have found this technique of progressively increasing

sound and shock is not only more humane ,It’s more EFFECTIVE in

breaking the barking habit than conminator-III made by Blong

Electronic Pet Products.

Features：

1. Humane uses painless tone followed by shock only if barking

persists.

2. Automatically increases tone and shock stimuli as barking

persists.

3. Micropocessor controlled.

4. Operates on a standard 6 volt battery.



5. Voice Recognition featurn minimizes false triggering.

6. Extremely small and light weight/

7. Operates on a single long life, 6 volt alkaline battery. The biggest

voltage is 13V, when shocking.

8. Effective on dogs from 5 pounds to 150 pounds.

9. Effective on dogs weighing as much as 150 pounds or more.

10. APSD-Automtic Powet Aaving Mode.

Operating Instructions:

Use of your new bark terminator-III is almost completely

automatic.there is not electronic control to adijut. Just install a 6 colt

alkaline battery.Adjust the strap to the size of your dog’s neck

And the unit automatically begins doing its job.

Getting Started:

Before putting your bark terminator on your pet there are a few

things about the unit with which you shuold become familiar.The

bark terminator-III uses a mierophone to sense your

Dog’s bark.. The miceophone is located at the center of the unit

underneath the strap as showm easily sense the sound of your dog’s

bark ringt through the strap electric shocj is delivered by the two

probes.You will also notice a samll hole on the side of the unit. This

is the location of the speaker which sounds the correction tones.

Purchasing a New Battery:



Your bark terminator is battery operated so,it will be necessary to

purchase a standard 6

Volt alkaline battery standard 6 vole 2/3 AA.

Installing/Replacing the Batttery:

To access the battery compartment firmly push down on the

engraved area of the plastic case and slide the battery door open as

shown in the diagram below.

Install the new battery between the “clip”and “spring”conracts.Note

that “spring” contact is for the negative end and the “clip” contact is

for the positive end as shown below.

Replace the battery door.when slid into place it should snap shut.

Normal battery life is three to four mounths,Replace the battery

when the tone becomes notably soften or stops all together.

Putting the bark terminator-III on your dog:

Place the unit around your dog’s neck and adjust the collar length

using the slide buckle arrangement provides with the strap.The unit

shoulf fit snugly underneath your dog’s neck.Make sure that the

eletrodes are in direct contact with your dog’s skin, Hair between the

electrodes and skin will severely diminsh the shock effect.If

necessary. It’s advisable to clip or shave your dog's fur under the

neck to direct conact.



Caution Notes:

1. This device is made up of plastic and electronic components that

are not digestilble .

2. Although its microcessor is designed to differentiate your dog’s

individual bark from stray environmental noises,the unit may

occasionally be activated by other vibration or sounds. This is

normal but,it should not happen so often as to be confusing to you

pet. If the unit is falsely triggered by excessive scratching.

Shaking of the head or rolling on the ground, your pet may be

suffering from fleas or ear mites. If these activities are evident,

have your pet checked by a veterinarian for parasites.

3. The Bare Terminator is designed to be water resistant , but it is

not fully soggy .It’s okay to let your dog wear the unit in the rain

but, be sure to remove it before bathing your pet or allowing it to

swin. If the device gets very wet or submerged in water,remove

the battery and allow the unit to dry completely for at least a

couple of days.And then install a new one before using it.


